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ABSTRACT:

Background: A very high incidence of oral cancer has been reported from Kerala, South India, compared to other parts of the
world. Altered trace element status has been reported in both the potentially malignant and malignant stages. Hence; under the light
of above mentioned data, the present study was undertaken for estimating salivary copper levels in patients with oral pre-cancerous
and cancerous lesions. Materials & methods: A total of 40 subjects were included in the present study. All the patients were
broadly divided into two study groups as follows: Group 1: 20 patients with precancerous lesions, and Group 2: 20 patients with
cancerous conditions. Unstimulated salivary samples were obtained from all the patients in sterilized vials. All the samples were sent
to laboratory where an auto-analyser was used for assessing the salivary copper levels. Results: Mean copper levels of the subjects
of group 1 and group 2 were 76.2 ppb and 95.8 ppb respectively. Significant results were obtained while comparing the mean
salivary copper levels among subjects of group 1 and group 2. Conclusion: Alteration in salivary copper levels does occur in
patients with premalignant and malignant disorders. However; further studies are recommended.
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INTRODUCTION
Oral cancer is one of the 10 most common forms of
cancer among men in developed countries and is ranked
as the sixth most common cancer around the world. Oral
cancer accounts for approximately 4% of all cancers and
2% of all cancer deaths worldwide. A very high incidence
of oral cancer has been reported from Kerala, South India,
compared to other parts of the world. Similarly, the
incidence of precancerous lesions of the oral cavity such
as oral leukoplakia and oral submucous fibrosis is also
very high.1- 3
The etiology of this high incidence is not fully known.
The high incidence was attributed to several factors such
as chewing, smoking and viral infections. Whatever may
be the causative factors, very little information is
available on the biochemical and immunological
derangements.4 Altered trace element status has been
reported in both the potentially malignant and malignant
stages. Microminerals are well established to be essential
in metabolism as components of enzymes and hormones
in the body.5 Hence; under the light of above mentioned
data, the present study was undertaken for estimating

salivary copper levels in patients with oral pre-cancerous
and cancerous lesions.
MATERIALS & METHODS
The present study was commenced with the aim of
estimation of salivary copper levels in patients with oral
pre-cancerous and cancerous lesions. A total of 40
subjects were included in the present study. All the
patients were broadly divided into two study groups as
follows:
 Group 1: 20 patients with precancerous lesions,
 Group 2: 20 patients with cancerous conditions
For the present study, inclusion of only those patients was
done in which confirmatory diagnosis was based on
histopathologic examination. Unstimulated salivary
samples were obtained from all the patients in sterilized
vials. All the samples were sent to laboratory where an
auto-analyser was used for assessing the salivary copper
levels. All the results were recorded in Microsoft excel
sheet and were analysed by SPSS software. Mann
Whitney U test was used for assessment of level of
significance.
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RESULTS
The present study was undertaken for estimating salivary
copper levels in patients with oral pre-cancerous and
cancerous lesions. A total of 20 patients with
precancerous lesions and 20 patients with cancerous
lesions were enrolled in the present study. Mean age of
the patients of group 1 and group 2 was 39.8 years and
42.1 years respectively. There were 12 males and 8
females in group 1 while there were 13 males and 7
females in group 2.
In the present study, mean copper levels of the subjects of
group 1 and group 2 was 76.2 ppb and 95.8 ppb
respectively. Significant results were obtained while
comparing the mean salivary copper levels among
subjects of group 1 and group 2.
Table 1: Demographic profile
Parameter
Age group (years) Less than 35
35 to 45
More than 45
Males
Gender
Females

Group 1
6
8
6
12
8

Table 2: Salivary copper levels
Salivary levels Group 1 Group 2
76.2
95.8
Copper (ppb)

Group 2
6
7
7
13
7

p- value
0.00 (Significant)

DISCUSSION
In India OSCC accounts for 50-70% of all cancers.
Around 90-95% of oral cancers occur predominantly in
alcohol and tobacco users, between the 6th and 7th
decades of life. Despite the large amount of research data
in cellular and molecular biology and advances in
oncology and surgery, the mortality and morbidity rates
in OSCC patients remain unchanged.4- 6
The present study was undertaken for estimating salivary
copper levels in patients with oral pre-cancerous and
cancerous lesions. A total of 20 patients with
precancerous lesions and 20 patients with cancerous
lesions were enrolled in the present study. Mean age of
the patients of group 1 and group 2 was 39.8 years and
42.1 years respectively. There were 12 males and 8
females in group 1 while there were 13 males and 7
females in group 2. Varghese I et al assessed the serum
copper and zinc levels in premalignant and malignant
lesions of the oral cavity. Serum levels of copper and zinc
were analysed in 50 patients with oral cancer, 50 patients
with oral leucoplakia, and 50 patients with oral
submucous fibrosis, and the values were compared with
those of 50 normal healthy adult controls. There was a
significant reduction in the serum copper and zinc levels
in both oral submucous fibrosis and oral cancer. The
copper/zinc ratio was found to be elevated in oral
submucous fibrosis and depressed in oral cancer. The
ratio may serve as a good indicator for the early detection
of oral cancer.9 Sachdev PK et al performed a metaanalysis to summarize studies that report zinc (Zn),
copper (Cu), and iron (Fe) in patients, with and without
OSF. A literature search of Embase, PubMed, Cochrane
Library, and Web of Science electronic databases was

conducted for studies up to January 2017. A total of 34
reports met the inclusion criteria. The standardized mean
difference was utilized as the effect size. The robust
variance estimation method was chosen to handle
dependency of multiple related outcomes in metaanalysis. There was a significant increase in the levels of
Cu and a significant decrease in levels of Zn and Fe in
OSF patients. The estimation of Zn, Cu, and Fe levels
may serve as additional biomarkers in the diagnosis and
prognosis of OSF along with the clinical features.10
In the present study, mean copper levels of the subjects of
group 1 and group 2 was 76.2 ppb and 95.8 ppb
respectively. Significant results were obtained while
comparing the mean salivary copper levels among
subjects of group 1 and group 2. Hosthor SS et al
estimated serum levels of trace elements (copper, iron,
magnesium, zinc and calcium) using electronic absorption
colorimetric method. These levels were compared with
controls and statistically evaluated using ANOVA and
POST-HOC TUKEY tests. The data analysis revealed
that serum copper levels increased gradually from
precancer to cancer, as the duration of betel quid chewing
habit increased. However, serum iron, magnesium, zinc
levels were decreased significantly in both the groups.
Serum calcium levels were increased in the cancer group
owing to bone resorption in the later stages of the disease,
whereas it was close to normal in OSF patients. Among
all the trace elements, the best predictor for occurrence of
both the lesions was copper. Their study showed that the
above trace elements may be associated with the
pathogenesis and progression of OSF and OSCC.11
CONCLUSION
From the above results, the authors concluded that
alteration in salivary copper levels does occur in patients
with premalignant and malignant disorders. However;
further studies are recommended.
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